SETEM Catalunya is providing 10 grants
to attend Power Shift
Read here how to apply

Power Shift is a 5-day training event in England open to students who want to shift power from big
businesses and elites to people who believe another world is possible. Workshops on Coalition
Building, Art for Activism, Going Viral on Social Media, Campaign Strategy and more
will be offered. Meet inspiring young organisers from around the UK and Europe!
Power Shift 2018 is organised by People & Planet will be held from 27 June to 1 July at Giant's
Seat Scout and Community Campsite, Off Ringley Road West, Radcliffe, Manchester,
M26 1DY. You can check all the information on Power Shift, including the programme and
practicalities in P&P’s website.
This is an activity of the Make ICT Fair consortium lead by our partner
organisation in the UK, People & Planet. SETEM Catalunya will cover
the travel and attendance costs of 10 Catalan students motivated
to take action in their Campuses and SETEM Catalunya’s labour
rights activists group, which designs and executes street actions on
Clean Clothes Campaign and Make ICT Fair labour rights issues and
supports public events such as the Mobile Social Congress.
People from all nationalities, ethnicities, religions, sexual orientations and gender identities are
welcome to apply for SETEM Catalunya’s funding. The only requirement is being a current student
in one of the Catalan universities and have come of age. If you wish to apply for a grant and
be part of the 10 Catalan students to be able to attend Power Shift 2018 as a SETEM
Catalunya’s ambassador this is what you have to do:
•
•

Check the Power Shift 2018 description and programme on the website to be fully informed
about the training event
Check SETEM Catalunya’s campaigns to see how you can get involved

•

•
•

Prepare your candidacy, either individual or collective (up to three people who would
apply as a group), with a brief presentation of yourself/ves and your activist records,
your motivations for Power Shift and your intentions or ideas to become a multiplier
for social change in Catalonia once you are back
Record a video of yourself to explain this in English in about 30 to 50 seconds for a single
candidacy, longer if necessary for a group one
Send an email with a link to the video (do not attach it in the email please) to
formacio@setem.org by Tuesday 27 May including your:
◦ name and surname
◦ date of birth
◦ city of residence
◦ university, studies and year.

SETEM Catalunya will assess the videos to select 10 people according to the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Motivations to attend Power Shift 2018.
Ideas or projects on how to mobilise Catalan students/citizens in favour of human rights in
global. supply chains such as electronics and garments with Power Shift learnings.
Track record of activism in social movements and student representation if any.
Level of English to ensure you can make the most of the training and multicultural
environment.

Selected candidates will be contacted by 31 May with instructions on how the scholarship will be
formalised.
SETEM Catalunya will use your data solely for the aforementioned purposes and will not make
publicly available the videos sent by the candidates.
In accordance with the provisions in force in the Protection of Personal Data, we inform you that
your data will be incorporated into the data treatment system owned by SETEM Catalunya with
CIF G59523910 and with a registered office located at BISBE LAGUARDA 4 08001, BARCELONA.
SETEM Catalunya informs that it will proceed to treat the data in a lawful, loyal, transparent,
appropriate, pertinent, limited, accurate and up-to-date manner. In accordance with current
regulations on data protection, you may exercise the rights of access, rectification, limitation of
treatment, deletion, portability and opposition to the processing of your personal data by directing
your request to the indicated postal address above, in the email catalunya@setem.org or by phone
934415335. You can also contact the competent Control Authority to file the complaint that you
deem appropriate.

This event has financial support from the European Union. The contents of
this document are the sole responsibility of SETEM Catalunya and People &
Planet and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting the position
of the European Union.

